
Your local Camp Invention site information:
REGISTER AT INVENT.ORG/CAMP OR 800-968-4332

Who: For children entering grades K–6
Location: Pearson Elementary School 

57900 Eleven Mile Road, South Lyon, MI 48178
Date & Time: June 17 - 21, 2019 from 8:30am - 3:00pm

Price: $235 (before discount)
Director: Lori Davis | davisl@slcs.us | 

If these dates/times don’t work for you, please visit invent.org/camp for other locations near you.

AS A SCHOOL STAFF MEMBER, YOUR CHILDREN ARE ENTITLED 
TO $30 OFF THE BASE PRICE! PROMO CODE: HOST



Camp Invention 2019 - OVERVIEW 

Innovation Force™ Join the Innovation Force, a team of National Inventors Hall of Fame Inductees, who solve the 

world’s challenges while battling a sinister team of super villains! The Plagiarizer, the Innovation Force's arch enemy, is 

spreading mischief by stealing ideas from all over the universe! With the help of his side-kicks, The Plagiarizer has built a 

trap and preys on those who neglected to protect their ideas. It is up to you to outwit this team of super villains by 

creating a device to retrieve the ideas, patenting your invention, and saving the world! Take on the challenge of 

becoming a designer, fabricator, and superhero entrepreneur! Collect Innovation Action Figures to inspire you and 

enhance your innovative super powers for the mission. Inspired by the Innovation Force—the National Inventors Hall of 

Fame Inductees - you will design, build, and market an invention that will save the universe. 

 

Deep Sea Mystery™ What would you do if you were on a research expedition and the high winds damaged your boat 

and navigation equipment, leaving you lost at sea? Climb aboard and discover what it takes to navigate the churning 

waters of Innovation through insights from National Inventors Hall of Fame Inductees Sumita Mitra and Stan Honey. Dig 

up fossil evidence that will give you clues to your research expedition on behalf of Wonder University. Then, plot your 

course to see if one of the “fossils” might still be alive. Be prepared to lose your way as your navigation equipment fails, 

leaving you shipwrecked on an island. You’ll have to design island-survival tools, then fix your ship in order to continue 

your mission. Once you receive a message-in-a-bottle clue that your mystery fish might still be swimming the seas, you 

must create innovative underwater equipment that will allow you to go to the little-explored Twilight Zone. Should you 

be successful in solving this Deep Sea Mystery, you will hoist the sails and head back to the harbor to celebrate your 

discovery! 

 

Farm Tech™ Get ready to plant the seeds of the future as you turn a polluted wasteland into lush, green farmland and 

grow the ultimate cash cow! Build the machines and devices that will prepare the soil, pollinate the crops, launch bales 

of hay, and more as you hatch ideas and design your own innovative, high-tech farm. Test your coding skills as you 

program Bot-ANN-E to assist with farm tasks. Then, dig down into the weeds of the business-side of the farm, keeping it 

running smoothly and economically fit, and harvest the rewards! From piggies-in-the-pen challenges to sledding lawn 

mower races and cow-milking moo-athons, participants are sure to have a squealing good time! 

 

DIY Orbot™ What can a Orbot do? It's up to you! Throughout the week children get to put their own spin on a bot as 

they design, test, and modify their remote-controlled (RC) toy to accomplish tasks from playing soccer to drawing a 

masterpiece. Along the way, participants earn certifications for building obstacles and making successful adjustments to 

their Orbots. Children explore frequency, circuit boards, motors, and gears as they put on their goggles and grab their 

screwdrivers to reverse engineer an RC toy, earning their Mechanic Certification. Each day children learn more about the 

invention and design process through frequency activities, National Inventor Hall of Fame Inductee video messages, and 

building, experimenting, observing, and modifying their bots to take on tasks. With each day's accomplishments, the 

children and their Orbots become more prepared to take on the ultimate task—The Ring of Fire. 

 


